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ligands, whose size and chemical functionality can be readily
tuned (Figure 1). The high framework connectivity (each

ABSTRACT: Practical applications of metal−organic
framework (MOF) materials require an in-depth understanding of their mechanical properties. We have
investigated the mechanical properties and energy
absorption behavior of single crystals of four isostructural
UiO-type MOFs under uniaxial compression. In situ
nanocompression experiments were used to measure the
mechanical behavior of individual MOF nanocrystals
under compression within a transmission electron microscope. The plasticity and endothermicity during deformation of MOFs shows a surprising potential for absorption
and dissipation of mechanical shock. At compressive stress
below 2 GPa, relatively small amounts of energy (<0.3 kJ/
g) are absorbed by the compression of these MOFs. As the
stress was increased, however, the energy absorption was
signiﬁcantly enhanced. Above 2 GPa, the energy
absorption typically reaches 3−4 kJ/g; for comparison,
the energy release in the explosion of TNT is ∼4 kJ/g.
Gram for gram, MOFs can absorb as much energy as a
high explosive can release.

M

etal−organic frameworks (MOFs) have been extensively
studied over the past decade for potential applications in
gas storage, separation, and catalysis.1 Recently, there is a growing
interest in the mechanical properties of MOFs and their related
structural changes under pressure,2 and such studies are primarily
carried out using nanoindentation3 and diamond anvil cell4
(DAC) techniques. Relatively little exploration of MOFs’ bulk
mechanical properties, however, has been reported under
compressive stress beyond the elastic limits, which is essential
to evaluate their mechanochemical behavior. Furthermore, the
accompanying energy absorption during the structural transition
of MOFs under compressive stress is an interesting phenomenon
that might prove useful for a new generation of mechanical energy
absorbing materials.5 Recent developments in impact mitigating
macro and microstructural architectures and composites6
emphasize the need for a fundamental understanding of the
mechanical properties of their components, including elastic
modulus, yield strength and load-capacity, especially under
extreme conditions (such as shockwave pressures).7 The
possibility of extending impact mitigation to nanostructured
materials motivated us to investigate the mechanical and energetic
properties of MOFs at high compressive stress where
densiﬁcation is likely to occur.
Among the various MOF structures reported to date, the
isoreticular UiO MOFs are highly attractive due to their chemical
stability and synthetic versatility.8 The UiO MOFs consist of
Zr6O4(OH)4 clusters interconnected by rigid dicarboxylate
© XXXX American Chemical Society

Figure 1. Crystal structures of (a) the Zr6O4(OH)4 cluster and UiOMOFs: (b) MOF-801, (c) UiO-66, (d) UiO-67 and (e) UiO-abdc, with
the corresponding dicarboxylic acid precursors below each structure. Zr,
turquoise; C, black; O, red; N, blue. H omitted for clarity.

Zr6O4(OH)4 cluster is linked to 12 other clusters) makes UiO
MOFs very stable and capable of retaining porosity even after
removal of solvates.9
We have previously shown that an in situ compression
experiment inside a transmission electron microscope (TEM) is
a useful tool in visualizing the compression-induced deformation
of individual ZIF-8 microcrystals.2d Here, we report our study on
the plastic deformation of isostructural UiO MOFs using in situ
compression. Speciﬁcally, we synthesized nanocrystals of four
UiO MOFs:8 MOF-801 [Zr6O4(OH)4(fumarate)6], UiO-66
[Zr6O4(OH)4(terephthalate)6], UiO-67 [Zr6O4(OH)4(bpdc)6]
(bpdc: 4,4′-biphenyl dicarboxylate), and UiO-abdc
[Zr6O4(OH)4(abdc)6] (abdc: 4,4′-azobenzene dicarboxylate)
(Figure 1). Their mechanical behavior was measured by recording
the load−displacement curve of individual MOF crystals during
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uniaxial compression with a ﬂat-punch inside a TEM. We ﬁnd that
the elastic modulus and mechanical energy absorption of UiO
MOFs are strongly dependent on the maximum applied pressure,
which provides insights into the complex mechanical behavior of
MOFs and their potential applications under extreme conditions.
Nanocrystals of MOF-801, UiO-66, UiO-67, and UiO-abdc
were prepared via acid modulated solvothermal synthesis based
on previous reports10 with modiﬁcation, desolvated, and their
porosity measured (Supporting Information, Table S1, Figure
S1). Powder X-ray diﬀraction (PXRD) conﬁrms that all MOFs are
crystalline and match well with their respective simulated patterns
(SI, Figure S2). As shown by the scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images in Figure 2, the MOF nanocrystals exhibit welldeﬁned octahedral morphology with narrow size distribution,
from approximately 300 nm for MOF-801 to 500 nm for UiOabdc.

Figure 3. Cross-sectional TEMs of a UiO-66 single crystal during
compression (inset, scale bars 100 nm) and the resulting load−
displacement curve showing the load (Fmax) and displacement (hmax) at
maximum compression and the ﬁnal displacement (hf). The nanocrystal
octahedrons ensure that their top and bottom facets are parallel to the
silicon “anvil” substrate and diamond punch planes regardless of their inplane orientation. The deformation of the MOF crystals during pore
collapse is severe and the material “pancakes” during compression.

Figure 2. SEM images of (a) MOF-801, (b) UiO-66, (c) UiO-67, and (d)
UiO-abdc; all scale bars indicate 500 nm. (e) Schematic of the
nanocompression apparatus.

For the in situ TEM compression, the desolvated MOF
nanocrystals were dispersed on a silicon holder with a 1-μm wide
ﬂat surface. A 2-μm ﬂat diamond punch compressed perpendicularly to the (111) facet of the crystals at 1 nm/s. The nanocrystal
octahedron geometry ensures that their top and bottom facets are
parallel to the silicon substrate and diamond punch plane
regardless of their in-plane orientation, which is prerequisite for
uniaxial compression; images of the crystals viewed top down
before and after compression are shown in Figure 3 and SI Figure
S3. The dimensions and morphology of the crystals were
recorded during compression using TEM, simultaneously with
the load−displacement data collected from the nanocompression; the mechanical parameters (strain, stress, and elastic
modulus) were then calculated from the analysis of the load−
displacement curves and TEM images (SI Figure S4). During the
compression, the MOF nanocrystals were gradually deformed,
with no abrupt cracking or fracturing observed, as shown in the
smoothness of the load−displacement curves (Figure 3). In the
unloading stage after the compression, the punch retracts from
the crystal and the crystal rebounds slightly.
Young’s modulus (the slope of a stress−strain curve) is a
characteristic parameter that measures the stiﬀness of a material
and includes both elastic and inelastic components. To compare
the stiﬀmess of all the MOFs, we calculated their eﬀective Young’s
modulus during loading (Eload) by linearly ﬁtting the stress−strain
between 0.2 and 0.4 strain (Figure 4). The eﬀective modulus is
highest in UiO-66 (7.8 GPa), and decreases to 5.1 for UiO-67 and
3.9 GPa for UiO-abdc as the linkers are further extended. Previous
computational studies predict a decreasing trend in the shear and

Figure 4. (a) Representative stress−strain plot and (b) loading modulus
Eload (b) for UiO MOFs.

bulk moduli of UiO MOF structure as the linker length
increases.11 MOF-801, however, has the lowest modulus of 2.1
GPa even though its fumarate linker is the shortest among the
series: this abnormally low compressive modulus of MOF-801
prompted us to investigate structural defects as a probable cause.
It is known that UiO MOFs synthesized with acid modulators
may contain missing-linker type defects,12 in which a dicarboxylate linker is replaced by two monodentate modulators, thus
reducing the framework connectivity. To determine the defect
B
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970%. This diﬀerence between MOFs and nonporous inorganic
solids results from the pore collapse and densiﬁcation in MOFs
during compression, a deformation mechanism not available to
dense materials.
The mechanical energy absorbed by individual MOF nanocrystals in a loading−unloading cycle can be calculated from the
integration of the area under the load−displacement curve, which
deﬁnes Emax, the maximum mechanical energy input, and Ef, the
total energy absorbed during the loading−unloading cycle (SI
Figure S7). To evaluate the performance of UiO MOFs as
mechanical energy absorbers, we plotted Ef values as a function of
maximum stress in Figure 6. At stresses below 2 GPa, relatively

concentration quantitatively, we digested the desolvated MOFs in
H2SO4/DMSO-d6 solution, and analyzed the relative amount of
dicarboxylate ligand and monocarboxylate modulator in 1H NMR
spectrum (SI Figure S5, Table S2).13 Although the modulator
concentration relative to the dicarboxylate ligand is below 5% in
UiO-66, UiO-67, and UiO-abdc (all of which are synthesized
using acetic acid as modulator), MOF-801 is prepared using
formic acid as modulator and it has a much higher defect
concentration: 18% relative to the fumarate ligand. It is
noteworthy that deviation of the experimental elemental analysis
from theoretical values was also seen in previous synthesis of
MOF-801,8d which probably originates from its high defect
concentration. The weakening of UiO MOF structure due to such
missing-linker defects is predicted in a recent computational
study.14 Furthermore, the smaller size of formate groups
compared to acetate groups may also result in less steric
hindrance and higher compressibility during deformation.
The unloading modulus Eunload is measured during the elastic
recovery of the compressed, densiﬁed MOF structure and varies
with the maximum stress applied to the nanocrystals before
release (SI Figure S6). We measured Eunload of the MOF
nanocrystals as a function of that applied maximum stress, as
shown in Figure 5. As observed, the Eunload is essentially linear with

Figure 6. Mechanical energy absorption of UiO MOFs as a function of
stress. The red dashed curves are provided as guides to the eye.

small amounts of energy (<0.3 kJ/g) are absorbed by MOFs. As
the stress is increased, however, the energy absorption is
signiﬁcantly enhanced, possibly from the endothermic bond
breakage in the structure. This is less true for MOF-801, which
collapses fully at only 3.5 GPa.
At high applied pressures (>8 GPa), the energy absorption Ef
generally reaches up to 3−4 kJ/g for the MOFs under our
experimental conditions. For comparison, the energy released in
an explosion of TNT is ∼4 kJ/g. Gram for gram, MOFs can absorb
as much energy as a high explosive can release. The highest
previous energy storage reported was only 60 J/g, but this was
measured for bulk powder of a MOF (MIL-53) only at low
applied pressures (≤110 MPa) and utilized only reversible
structural transitions.5c
Energy absorption during compression of bulk MOF materials
may include contributions from normal strain, shear strain,
powder packing, as well as pore volume collapse. Because only
normal strain and volume collapse are measured in our singlecrystal experiments, our results present a lower-bound estimate of
the energy absorption capacity of MOFs.
An eﬃcient energy absorber should maintain a high capacity
relative to the energy input across a broad range of stress. To
evaluate the eﬃciency of MOFs, we calculated an energy
absorption ratio A, deﬁned as A = Ef/Emax (SI Figure S8). The
maximum mechanical energy Emax has contributions from both
elastic and plastic deformation, whereas the ﬁnal energy
absorption Ef contains only the plastic deformation. One may
expect the deformation to be mostly elastic as the applied
maximum stress approaches zero, and this seems to be the case
with low values of A observed at low applied pressures. As the

Figure 5. Unloading modulus (Eunload) of UiO MOFs as a function of
applied stress with a linear ﬁtting; the intercept gives E0, which is the
estimated elastic modulus of the intact, stress-free structure.

increasing maximum stress, and a linear ﬁtting is given for the
Eunload−stress relationship (SI Table S3). The intercept E0, i.e.,
extrapolated Eunload with no pressure applied, is the estimated
elastic modulus of the intact, stress-free structure. In contrast to
the loading modulus (which includes both the elastic and inelastic
contributions), E0 (which is only the elastic component)
decreases with increasing linker length: e.g., for MOF-801, E0 =
15 GPa, and for UiO-abdc, E0 = 9 GPa. The elastic recovery is
therefore less inﬂuenced by defects in the structures of the MOFs.
The stiﬀening coeﬃcient β, i.e., slope value from the linear
ﬁtting of Eunload−stress for the MOFs, is within the range for
common inorganic materials.15 The comparatively low value of E0
for MOFs, however, leads to huge pressure-induced stiﬀening
eﬀects (i.e., β/E0). For example, at an applied pressure of 10 GPa,
the elastic modulus of silicon (i.e., its stiﬀness) increases by only
42%, whereas the MOFs are stiﬀened dramatically more: MOF801 by 730%, UiO-66 by 560%, UiO-67 by 670%, UiO-abdc by
C
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maximum stress is increased, A increases rapidly and ﬂattens
above ∼2 GPa. Although the absolute value of energy absorption
Ef increased steadily above 2 GPa, the ratio A is maintained at
about 80% for all the UiO MOFs, up to the highest pressures
applied during our experiments. This provides some conﬁdence
that the high plasticity and endothermicity of structural
deformations will prove useful for energy absorption by MOFs
over a wide range of applied stress.
For comparison, we contrast the mechanical behavior of MOFs
to ceramic materials. Nanocompression experiments were
performed on ∼500 nm octahedral nanocrystals of Cu2O
prepared as reported16 (SI Figure S9). A nanocrystal of Cu2O
was compressed consecutively at increasing applied pressures to
reveal the evolution of its mechanical behavior (SI Figure S10).
Although the deformation in the ﬁrst compression is highly
elastic, the energy-absorbing hysteresis becomes obvious in the
second cycle as the maximum pressure rises. Further increasing
the load in the third cycle leads to yielding beyond the elastic limit
and discontinuity events, with the development of banding due to
local stress in the nanoparticle as can be seen from the in situ TEM
images (SI Figure S11). The energy absorption in the
nanoparticle is only 59 J/g even when completely ﬂattened, as
compared to the multi kJ/g scale in MOF at similar strains (SI
Table S4). Likewise, compression experiments on CeO 2
nanoparticles (SI Figure S12) show similar behavior and ductile
deformation with very low energy absorption. These comparisons
emphasize the unique mechanical behavior of MOFs.
In conclusion, we have measured the mechanical behavior of
individual UiO MOF nanocrystals under compression in situ
during transmission electron microscopy. We have observed that
the elastic modulus and mechanical energy absorption of UiO
MOF single crystals are strongly dependent on the applied
pressure, which provides insights into the relationship between
structure and mechanical properties of MOF materials.
Furthermore, the mechanochemical behavior of MOFS (their
plasticity, densiﬁcation, and endothermicity during deformation
and collapse) suggests potential for absorption and dissipation of
mechanical shock.
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